India’s industry thrives
on largest slum
Watch the film once and pick out :
a-the name of a city : ……………………………………………
b-the name of a slum : …………………………………………
Part 1
1-Find out about Dharavi :
Number of inhabitants
Area
In the past

………………………
………………………
………………………

Key words :
Key word :
Key words :

2-Find out more about Reality Tours and Travels :
a-goal ? ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
b-visitors’reactions ?.................................................................................................................................................
why ?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
c-Listen and complete Stephanie’s words :
“I think for me …………………………………………….is what ………………………….Dharavi ……………………………………………..”
Explain this sentence with your own words :
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Part 2
3-Pick out more details about Dharavi :
Location
Also known as
Profit
Number of factories
Activities
4-a)Explain who Malik Abdullah is and what he does :

b)how does industry work in India according to him ?
useful words : raw materials : matières premières – items : articles

Part 3
5-Highlight the three adjectives in the bubble which are associated with Reality Tours and Travels in
the film.
introspective
disrupted
exploitable

intentional
disruptive
exploitative

intrusive
disconnected
exploiting

So what is Reality Tours and Travels’ main goal :
To…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Explain, use your own words.

6-What do the following numbers refer to ?
80% : …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
10,000 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
7-Reality Tours and Travels does not care about the population in the slum. TRUE or FALSE ? Justify
……………………… : ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Part 4
8-Listen and complete what Kiran thinks about the slum :
“To me Dharavi is a place where people are……………………………………………………. , a place where there is so
much of………………………………………………………………………………, a place contributing a lot to the …………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………”
9a)-What is probably going to happen in the years to come in Dharavi ?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
b)What do people hope ?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

RECAP !

Use the words in the box below and some of the words in the grid and talk about the film !
The area :size, population, living
conditions, health issues(problèmes
de santé)
Overcrowded
Live cheek by jowl = close together
Swelling district
Poverty-stricken/destitute
Unhealthy
Squalid = sordid
Tough = hard
Access to sanitation
Below the poverty line
Be cramped into = être entassé

A place to visit (positive vision, local economy, customers)
A world of its own
Self-contained = indépendant
Make both ends meet = joindre les deux bouts
Self-sufficient = autonome
Broaden your horizons
Aspects of local culture
True to life
Stereotyped vision
Get rid of prejudices = se débarrasser des prejudges
NOT intrusive (indiscret), or disruptive (perturbateur) ,or exploitative
(qui tire profit)
A benefit
The enterpreneurial spirit : l’esprit d’enterprise

